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From the file of Mai/in A. Eisele,
EXPERIMENTS ON THE imiTED STATES GO^nMI'^NT' RESERVATION AT HOT- SPRINGS, ARK,,
REVEAL THE FACE THAT RAEIUK IS THE. GUPJ^.TIVE MYSTERY HIDDEN IN THE SPRE^GS'WATER,

Science has at last discovered the secret of Trnj' certain springs cure
diseases— a phenomenon perfectlv weeJ. established and hitherto in^^ossible to
account for. For hundreds of vears the Indians have been in the habit of going to
the Hot Springs of Arkansas to be cinred. and the experience of coxmtless
thousands of Americans has established bevond a question that there is some
peculiar healing quality in these natural waters.

The Hot Springs are owned br the United States Government, and from tirus
to time Government chemists and indiviauals have made searching chemical analysis
with the hope of fiinding some tangible explanation of the mystery of the waters.
Nothing has ever 'oeen found to explain the medicinal qualities, and the official
Government report of its investigations franiciy confesses this.

But a series of

most interesting experiments just couroletec by Dr« J, L, Gebhart, of Hot Springs,
Ark., and Professor Larkin, the distinguished St, Louis, Mo., chemist, reveals the
mystery at last. It has been found that the waters and the steam and vapors
from the hot springs are powerfully charged with radio-activity. It is, in other
words, the wonderful nev germ-killing metal, radium, wiich has for centuries
been producing the cures which have puzzeled physicians and scientists to explain.

At the same moment that these new experiments have been going on in Hot
Springs another series of experiments have been conducted in Great Britain and it
has been demonstrated that the famous healing waters at Bath, England, contain
radium. Professor Dewar, the most distinguished chemist in England, has been

experimenting with the famous King's Bath at the expense of the Royal Society.
To his surprise he found radium in appreciable quantities, and further analysis
Wnen investigating at the same
place, Bath, Sir William Ramsay discovered that radium emanations slowly changed

revealed traces of the rare element, helium,
into helium.

The investigations of Professor Dewar stirred up the Royal Fnilosophic
Society of Glasgow to make experiments with the waters of the Buxton Springs, and a
recent report from Blythswood laboratory shows the same radio-activity as was
found in the Bath springs.

Prof, H. A. Bumstead and Prof, L, P, Wheeler, of Tale college have justconcluded a series of remarkable experimsnts which confirm the findings of the

Hot Springs, Ark,, scientists and the British chemists. Tests made in the Yale
laboratory revealed several most interesting facts as to the emanations of radium
from from the water and the gases as they bubble out of the earth.

The conculsion

of the Yale professors agrees with the theories of the other investigators, that the
radio-activity of these natural springs is due to the presence in the earth
near them of deposits of radium.
In the course of the investigations in Arkansas it was discovered that the

radio-activity of the hot water was inparted to the bath tubs, wash basins and
glass-ware. Further experiaents also revealed the astonishing fact that after
a bath in the natural springs' water the human body was itself made radio-active

and threw off vigorously what are known as N^.ays, The N-Rays are among the
latest and least understood of the numerous phenomenon of radio-activity. They

